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Teenage Immigrant
by Anne Ipsen

Give me your tired, your
poor,
Your huddled masses
yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of
your teeming shore;
Send these, the homeless,
tempest-tossed to me,
I lift my lamp beside the
golden door!1
Emma Lazarus

The poem by Emma Lazarus on the Statue of Liberty defines the
classical model of immigrants fleeing from poverty, oppression, or
persecution. They are refugees, forced by intolerable circumstances
to move from their homeland. Less stereotypic is the highly skilled or
educated individual who makes a positive choice towards better
opportunity. These immigrants tend to come as individuals or as a
nuclear family and are less likely to live in or identify with an ethnic
group. They assimilate more readily, especially if they have some
English before arrival, while keeping closer ties with relatives and
making more frequent trips to the mother country. These two
general models form the ends of a spectrum, with many examples in
between. In contrast, children and adolescents form yet other groups
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whose assimilation present special problems because they had no
choice; they were forced to immigrate, however benign the intent and
support of the family.
Moving from one culture to another is a soul wrenching experience for adults but the impact on their children is seldom discussed. While most youngsters adapt quickly, accepting changed
circumstances and readily learn the new language, for the teenager,
the path to assimilation is strewn with unrecognized obstacles.
Already battling the normal difficulties of adolescence, they are
likely to suffer from alienation and resent the coerced move into a
foreign culture. Obviously, the amount of resentment and degree of
rebellion depends on many factors, not least of which are the child's
immigrant family and their motivation for moving. Yet the severity
of the shock may be overlooked because of the apparent speed of the
assimilation. Eva Hoffman, in her memoir of emigrating from
Poland at the age of thirteen, Lost in Translation: A Life in a New
Language, aptly describes feeling "dislocated." 2 We know that some
adolescents reject the parents' ethnic culture and rebellion takes the
extreme form of violent teenage gangs.
There are as many stories of adaptation to a new culture as there
have been immigrants, yet the following description of my own
experience may be a useful case history. It is my hope that because it
is my story, I can contribute insight that even the richest of archival
documents or interviews would omit. It is also my hope that the
intervening fifty years enable a degree of objectivity. The framework
for this memoir will be the model of ethnicity proposed by Elliott
Barkan.3 He defines assimilation as: "the point at which individual
members of ethnic groups have shed the cultural, linguistic,
behavioral, and identification characteristics of their original
group."[Barkan's italics] He proposes six steps in the process: (1)
Contact, (2) Acculturation, (3) Adaptation, (4) Accommodation, (5)
Integration, and (6) Assimilation. While this model was proposed for
the historical analysis of ethnic groups and describes their
assimilation over decades or even generations, I will adapt it to my
individual experience during the short period of six years. My story
is by no means typical; however, my very individualism may
highlight the issues.
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1. Contact "refers to newcomers ... Their focus is overwhelmingly toward
the native homelands and cultures."4
I was born in Copenhagen, Denmark in 1935, an only child.
Father was a medical researcher and we were to visit America when
our plans were suspended by the German invasion on April 9, 1940.5
After the war, Father was
granted
a
Rockefeller
Fellowship
to
visit
colleagues in the USA for a
year. In March of 1946,
when I was almost eleven,
the three of us boarded the
55 Falstria for our great
adventure.
The Falstria, a cargo ship
of the Danish East Asiatic
Company called into service
on the America route to seek
the scarce post-war dollar,
was designed also to carry a
small number of luxury
passengers to the Orient. We
found the quantity of food overwhelming and were amazed when
the Purser apologized for the shortcomings of the menu. "Out of
respect for the rationing in Denmark, we felt it would be
inappropriate to set our usual table," he explained. There were only
three children on board and we were allowed to roam freely in every
comer of the ship and make friends with the crew. Father, a
notoriously poor sailor, stayed in his bunk, while Mother was in the
dinning room even in the worst of the March storms-sometimes the
only passenger. The adults were nervous about the possibility of
hitting a stray mine, a danger that never materialized. Instead, we
became completely surrounded by uncharted ice floes that stretched
to the horizon on all sides. The occasional huge icebergs were
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magnificent, and I did not understand Father's mutterings about the
"Titanic."
After a ten-day crossing, we entered New York harbor and a
fog-shrouded Statue of Liberty appeared mysteriously off the port
bow. Everyone pointed excitedly and Mother explained that she was
an important symbol of freedom. I had never heard of her.
I was eagerly absorbing each new experience and never
questioned the chaos of the next six peripatetic months. While
arrangements were being made for Father's fellowship, we stayed
with my mother's aunt and uncle in White Plains where he owned a
garage. Imagine, Woolworth's had boxes of crayons with lots of
different colors! I was too polite to voice my desire to own such a
treasure but my uncle made a deal with me, "I'll give you a box if
you'll draw a picture for me of the garage." I took this commission
very seriously and soon became the proud owner of a box of twentyfour Crayola Crayons. I wrote to my best friend, "The elevator in the
apartment building is much smarter than at home-you don't have
to wait until the door is closed to push the button." We went to the
city and rode the elevators to the top of the Empire State Building. I
liked the view but not the pressure on my eardrums. All three of us
showed up at the Rockefeller Institute where Father confessed that
he had brought his family. They took it as a matter of course and his
monthly allowance was accordingly increased-still a piddling sum
that allowed us to subsist for the duration.
After three weeks, we took the train for Washington D.C. where
Father was to visit the labs at the National Institutes of Health, then
still located in the city. At first, we stayed in a noisy place in town
but then found rooms in a private home across the river in Arlington. The widowed landlady was extremely kind and even gave me a
birthday party so I could get to know the neighborhood children.
We had "kitchen privileges" and had to unravel the mysteries of
the American way of food. Since we were coming from five years of
severe rationing, the biggest adjustment was the abundance and
availability of everything, sometimes in strange guise. Wonder
Bread was plentiful but tasteless and rubbery. The novelty at breakfast was orange juice. It had to be squeezed by hand from a surprisingly large number of luscious fruits that left a pile of peels to be
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discarded. The alternative, poured from a can, tasted metallic and
had artificial vitamin C. Butter was hard to get, or possibly it was
rationed, and we used margarine instead. By law, it had to be sold
uncolored but came in a sealed transparent bag with a capsule of
yellow coloring enclosed. We had to break the capsule and squish
the white mass inside the bag to distribute the color. Unhomogenized whole milk was delivered in glass bottles just like at
home, except for a bulge in the neck that contained the cream. A
special tool was inserted through the wider mouth to seal the bottom
of the bulge while the cream was poured off.
I started sixth grade in the local public school-all white, of
course. I had had two years of English at home but, although my
vocabulary exceeded the 600 words thought sufficient for basic
conversation, I was not ready for total language immersion and
understood little, said less. There were no textbooks for the students,
but the teacher let me borrow hers to take home so Father could
explain what she had said. In spelling, I was demoted to fourth
grade level but even there I floundered. Arithmetic should have
been fine as I had learned more than my classmates, but the teacher
refused to believe that a line with a dot above and below might
mean division in America but at home meant subtraction. Our civics
lesson was puzzling.
Father tried to explain what "good
citizenship" meant but Danish has no comparable concept; I thought
all Danes were good, followed the law, and loved their country. The
first day I was horrified, "Americans hold up their arms in a Hitler
salute and swear to the flag!" Fortunately, I was not expected to
commit such sacrilege.
With few exceptions everyone was kind but not very cosmopolitan and totally ignorant about European culture and democracy.
Our biggest problem was convincing those we met that there was no
starvation in Denmark, no bombed out cities. We were definitely not
displaced persons from a refugee camp! I came to dread the
question, "How do you like it here?" and the request to "speak some
Danish," as if I were a parrot performing for company.
Then life changed again when Father complained that he wasn't
learning anything at the labs. "I know more than they!" he said.
Before I understood what was up, our suitcases were packed and we
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took an overnight train to a scientific meeting in Detroit. From there
we went to Kalamazoo to visit a drug company, Chicago for another
meeting, somewhere else in Michigan, and then Milwaukee to visit a
statistician with the Blatz Brewery Company. Sometimes we stayed in
third-rate hotels, sometimes in homes of colleagues, but never for
more than a few days.
It was a strange time in the US, less than a year after the war.
There was little or no rationing but some shortages. Through a bus
window, we saw a queue outside a store and got off the bus. First
we went to the back of the line, then we asked what was being sold.
"I got two pairs of nylons," Mother bragged to Father that night. To
a family used to stringent rationing, these inconveniences seemed
quaint.
We were taken to a steakhouse. I was bored with adult conversation and restless. To keep me entertained, our host gave me a
handful of change and showed me how to feed the slot machine at
the entrance. All too soon I returned to the table in puzzlement, what
was I to do with all those coins that had poured out all over the
floor? I had hit the jackpot! The next day Mother and I went
shopping for summer clothes and it was with special pride that I
was able to pay for all my treasures with my own money. I counted
out the nickels and dimes in neat piles onto the counter until the
required total of twelve dollars and ninety-five cents was exchanged
for shorts, tee-shirts (a new concept), and overalls. Jeans were not
considered suitable.
It was a very hot summer and our only escape during the boring
days while Father was busy was for Mother and me to go to the
movies. We always checked that the marquee said "Air Cooled!" In
Chicago one evening, Mother asked a policeman the way to our
hotel. "But Ma'am, you can't go there!" "But that's where we live,"
Mother protested. Sensing that we were strangers, the cop
recommended a cab, explaining, "You see, that's what we call the
slums."
In Milwaukee we met a Dane who had been trapped by the war
· in the US. His English was not very good and he had forgotten how
to speak Danish. "How terrible," I thought. "This man can not speak
any language." It was a defining moment that later caused me to
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vow that would never happen to me. Corne what may, I would not
forget my native language and would master English as well as
possible.
We then went to Rochester, Minnesota for a couple of weeks to
visit the Mayo clinic. It was then a very small town, dominated by
the original tower of St. Mary's Hospital. My English must have
improved because I was soon playing with neighborhood children.
We improvised paper dolls by cutting out models from the Sears
catalog and took swimming lessons at the municipal pool. The heat
continued, so in the evenings we would walk down to the park and
watch the local teams play baseball while Father puffed on his pipe
to keep the mosquitoes at bay. I thought it a very dull game. A polio
epidemic broke out, much to Mother's distress, and the pool was
closed by the health department, much to mine.
Father heard of a meeting in Toronto but wanted to stop off in
Minneapolis first. The polio epidemic was even worse in the Twin
Cities so Mother and I went straight to Duluth to wait for him
there-according to the map it was on the way to Canada. In 1946
this was a wild town, full of miners, sailors, and other unsavory
characters. With little else to do, Mother bought a kit and made me a
rag doll. Promptly named Babsen for her Danish predecessors, she
became rn constant companion over the next few weeks.
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Instead of arriving by bus, as expected, Father drove up in a
dilapidated 1929 Ford convertible. Due to post-war shortages and
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our lack of funds, this Model A was a remarkable find. Jauss, named
for the salesman from whom Father had bought it, became our
faithful steed. I don't remember how we were originally supposed to
get from Duluth to Toronto. Instead, we adventured along the just
finished Trans-Canada Highway with the three of us squeezed into
the front seat and our suitcases in the back "rumble" seat.
"Highway" was an exaggeration as was "finished." Densely
populated Denmark had not prepared us for this wilderness with
125 miles between settlements. Jauss could barely make 125 miles in
a day, so we had to stay in whatever accommodations were
available by evening. These ranged from "tourist cabins" to resorts,
"tourist rooms" to the dining room of an overfilled Inn. But eventually we came to Toronto, then on to Ottawa, and Montreal.

2. Acculturation "The focus ... remains predominantly toward the
homeland ... [M]embers [of the ethnic group] at this stage continue to live
rather clustered, use their native language... [T]he stage for most sojourners. "6
We drove from Canada down to Boston where we were
supposed to stay for a few weeks. It was now September so Mother
found the office of the Board of Education in the phonebook and
went to see about my going to school. The kind official knew Miss
Choate, founder-owner-principal of a private girls' school on Beacon
Street in Brookline, who invited me to visit for the duration of our
sojourn. The school, primarily a boarding high school with day
students in the elementary grades, was located in a magnificent
Victorian brownstone mansion, built into the slope of Corey Hill. In
its heyday it had been a finishing school for young ladies but during
the depression and war years had shrunk to below capacity.
When Father became excited about the Harvard School of Public
Health, it was decided that we would stay for the academic year
while he studied for a Master's degree in Epidemiology. "Now here I
can learn something!" he said. There was an acute housing shortage
in Boston, as everywhere during the post-war years. The cramped
quarters we could afford either did not allow children or were
otherwise not suitable. Miss Choate kindly offered to have me board
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for the rest of the year. Knowing we had little money, she only
charged for my food. "I have plenty of room, and being the owner
has its advantages. There is no Board of Directors to argue with!"
Thus began my acculturation. Our only "ethnic group" was and
remained our little family of three. It was a rather schizoid life;
during the week, I tried to learn the complexities of being an
American pre-teen, but on most weekends I fled to my family or
Mother came for Sunday supper. Parents of a classmate invited us to
stay at their home for Christmas but it was awkward being paying
quasi-guests. Later my parents shared a floor of rooms on Newbury
Street with other graduate students. Children were not permitted
but I was sometimes sneaked in on the weekend. This Back Bay
street has now been restored to its former glory as a glamorous place
to live with upscale shops, but then the spacious rooms of the stately
townhouses were run-down apartments for impoverished students.
At Choate, I clung to the knowledge that our stay would only be
temporary and that we would return to Denmark come June. I
longed for friends, my old school, my beloved piano teacher, and
books I could understand. But unhappy as I was, I soon realized
how much more fortunate I was than my three fellow pre-high
school boarders. We lived on a separate floor from the older
students, down the hall from the infirmary where the nurse could
keep an eye on us. The youngest was an unwanted first-grader who
had been dumped at school by her mother and new stepfather. Of
my two seventh-grade roommates, one was a Southern girl who had
had recently lost her mother in a dreadful kitchen fire. Her father,
feeling unable to cope with the upbringing of a girl, sent her to
school in the North. The father of my other roommate had drowned
in a flood and her mother was struggling to earn a living. She started
to act so strange that she was moved to a single room in the attic.
One day she sat in the gable window and threatened to jump.
Mother told me this threat was a bid for attention by a very
disturbed girl who was jealous of me because of my friendship with
the Southern girl and because my mother often visited the school
and hers couldn't.
The education was reasonably good, at least my English improved, my French was maintained, and American Colonial History
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was new. Knowing that my classmates at home were learning
algebra, I talked to the high school math teacher. Somewhat
skeptical that seventh graders would really be expected to learn this
subject, she did find me a book. I thought the exercises in
rearranging parentheses and solving simple equations great fun, a
new kind of puzzle. We could not afford the extra money for piano
lessons, but I was allowed to play, as best I could without instruction, on the practice Grand in the basement.
My fellow students avoided the plump elderly Miss Choate as
much as possible. She enthusiastically instituted an honors system
but I could not understand the point: why would I or anyone else be
dumb enough to report ourselves for talking in study hall or after
lights out? Anything as serious as cheating on tests would not have
occurred to me and tattling on anyone else was out of the question.
One day she said in assembly that she had heard some students
were cold, "Why didn't anyone say anything? All I had to do was
turn the little wheel." She may have said "dial" but I had never seen
a thermostat and I visualized this plump figure struggling with a
large wooden ship's wheel. But Miss Choate was always kind to me.
When she found out that I was sewing clothes for my rag doll, she
invited me into her private quarters and showed me her own doll
collection and her hobby of making them tiny shoes. She gave me
some scraps of leather and demonstrated how I could make
footwear for Babsen.
I don't want to give the
impression
that
I
was
completely miserable as I had
many good experiences that
year. Under our strange circumstances,
the
school
was
probably the best choice and I
have always appreciated Miss
Choate' s great kindness in
taking me in. However, it was very obvious that I was not suited for
boarding school. It was _therefore with great excitement that Mother
and I went home in June of 1947, Father returning later, for reasons
that I have since forgotten. We could only find passage on a troop
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ship going to England to pick up returning American soldiers-far
from the luxury of the Falstria! I was thrilled with my first plane trip
from London to Copenhagen
I spent the summer with my grandparents in their wonderful
old vacation house. Grandfather was a retired surgeon, a gifted
amateur painter and naturalist, and a kind treasure of a man. He
helped me with my water coloring and to study German so that I
could join my class at school in the fall. Mother's plan had been that,
since I had been two years ahead of the usual age for my Danish
grade level, I was to be held back a year. She now decided that I had
learned so much from my strange year in the US that repeating
seventh grade was unnecessary and she persuaded my former
school that I was ready for eighth grade.

3. Adaptation "Substantial acculturation (with greater use of English)
takes place." 7
The next stage towards my assimilation was really a step backwards as I struggled to re-adapt to Danish ways. I was glad to be
home but felt very isolated because we lived in an apartment on the
grounds of the large city hospital where my father was Senior
Resident. We had moved there only six months before our trip to
America and there were few other children. I liked my school but I
had only been there for a little over a year and in my absence my
class had been split into two rooms. Most of my former friends were
in the other room and I only slowly related to the new girls. The
eighth grade curriculum was full and challenging with -five
languages (Danish, English, French, German, and reading Swedish),
several sciences (zoology, botany, physics, and chemistry), three
maths (arithmetic, algebra, and geometry), history, and geography.
In addition there was singing, sewing, art, cooking, and gym. We
had school six days a week with Danish and math every day but the
other classes only once or twice. We would have one more year of
Middle School before facing the rigors of three years of Gymnasium,
culminating in the crucial "student" entrance exams to the
University. My homeroom teacher recommended that because of my
youth I take an extra year in Realklasse. This year of school, leading to
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the equivalent of a high school diploma, was originally intended for
those students not going on to Gymnasium, but was occasionally
used as a "rest year" from the stresses of adolescence.
I resumed piano lessons with my adored piano teacher and
started practicing a difficult Haydn sonata for a recital at the end of
the year. By spring I felt more at home and on my birthday, in April
of 1948, I officially became a teenager, according to American
reckoning. June brought a week-long class trip to the Danish island
of Bornholm and we all looked forward to the traditional ninth
grade trip to Paris the following year.
Then my world once again turned upside down. The head of
Father's department at the hospital was very ill and Father became
Acting Chief for some months. Upon Dr. Sonne's death, they
appointed someone else. The excuse was the Father was too young
and "with his family connections, he can always get another job."
Disgusted with the politics of the Medical Establishment, Father
wrote to Harvard about the possibility of a job but they were only
able to make an offer for the following year. A helpful colleague at
Yale arranged for a one-year appointment in their department of
pharmacology for the not-so-princely sum of $3600 for the yearabout what the Rockefeller fellowship had paid.
Suddenly, therefore, we were to cross the Atlantic once again to
live in New Haven for a year and then on to Boston. I was extremely
upset. The first trip was one thing, an adventure that I would always
treasure. But not moving for good! I now knew what it would be
like, how dislocating it is be a foreigner.
At first the US embassy told us it was impossible to complete all
the steps in such a short time, but each obstacle was overcome, one
by one. Because Father was to be a teacher we were exempt from the
usual immigration quotas and three visas were granted. Arranging
ship passage across the Atlantic was difficult. In a wild moment that
I now find incredulous, Mother suggested that we buy a motorboat
and sail by ourselves! It would have been like her to be serious and
momentarily, I was captivated by the fantasy. Then my practical side
protested that: (1) none of us knew anything about engines; (2) none
of us had any navigational skills; and (3) Father would be uselessly
seasick the whole way. Then she managed to find passage on the 55
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Stockholm and in July, 1948 we joined what became known as the
post-war European "brain-drain" to America.
While Mother was out doing errands, a newspaper reporter from
Politiken managed to catch
Father for an interview. The
caption for the photograph of
Father and me became a family
joke: "Dr. Johs. Ipsen and his
young wife, packing suitcases."
We decided that my "new look"
dress fooled the reporter.
The Stockholm was a large
luxury liner, a far cry from the
cozy intimacy of the small cargo
ship, Falstria. I spent most of the
week on deck, mesmerized by
the bow slicing through the
aqua-green waves. I often
chatted
with
an
elderly
Bostonian couple, Mr. and Mrs.
'-,1J ~
i~ed' at ~ KJJf!ertet.J l Peabody, when they staunchly
circled the gangways for their daily constitutional. On the last day,
they introduced themselves to my parents saying they felt it only
proper to formally meet the family of their friend. Mother shared her
concern about my schooling with Mrs. Peabody who offered to help
both in New Haven and Boston. "Do you know that you made
friends with one of Boston's first families?" Mother asked me in awe.
As it turned out, this chance encounter was to change my life.
On arriving in New Haven that summer of 1948 we first stayed
at the house of the Chairman of Father's new department at Yale.
His wife and two daughters were in the country for the summer,
while he and his mother stayed behind in the suburban-style section
of north New Haven. I slept in the bedroom of the younger daughter
and improved my English by reading her large collection of comic
books, Bugs Bunny being a favorite. Comics were about my readinglevel but by fall I was ready for more intellectual fare. Mother soon
realized that the favor of our living in the house went two ways; we
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received free housing in exchange for Mother's cooking for the
chairman and "Mother-Dear." We daily had to suffer through our
host's atrocious recitation of the Danish tongue-twister, "Den Lille
Havfrue spiser redgred med fiede-the Little Mermaid eats fruit
pudding with cream."

4. Accommodation "There is a smaller proportion of foreign-born
persons. (An exception would be the more urban, educated, and professionally trained immigrants... who have reached this point more
rapidly ... [T]hey are substantially bilingual. "8
In the fall, our host's
family returned and Mother
found a place on prestigious
Prospect Hill. The third floor
of a house had been converted
into an apartment by splitting
the largest room with a thin
dividing wall. The smaller
section was my bedroom and
the other was to be our living
room
and
my
parents'
bedroom. A second room
served as a kitchen with a sink
and stove and a few shelves.
We had only the bare
necessities, consisting of two
purchased folding cots for my
parents, a borrowed bed and
mattress for me, and a
scrounged assortment of donations from various friends.
School was a problem. Mother was afraid that if I went to public
school, I would pick up bad English-or worse. Mrs. Peabody had
written a letter of introduction to a friend and we were invited to tea
at a spacious country estate. Our hostess arranged for an interview
with an exclusive private school. It was extremely progressive and
although I was nominally ready for ninth grade they suggested
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some strange schedule of advanced math but remedial English. Even
with a partial scholarship the remaining tuition was out of the
question. I therefore became "home schooled" -illegal at the time.
Mother arranged that I would go to the library each morning where
the staff could provide me with a reading list of suitable books in
English. I also worked on math problems that Father corrected in the
evening. To any protests that school attendance was compulsory,
Mother answered "Anne is not an American so the law doesn't
apply." This was errant nonsense, but there was never any serious
challenge to my peculiar education. A librarian suggested that Greek
heroic legends were part of the ninth grade curriculum. Each story
was attributed to a writer or a poet but I was puzzled that so many
seemed to be written by someone called "Anon." When she found
that I liked science, "Madame Curie" was added to the list, but I
found it very boring.
After a while, Mother found another private girls' school, Miss
Day's, that was more traditional and more generous with scholarships. We had no car and there was no convenient bus route from
our house to the school. I therefore walked along the ridge of
Prospect Hill by the pleasant suburban homes of this affluent section
of New Haven. In addition to the dreadful and expensive baby-blue
uniform, I had to make other adjustments. Instead of "general
science" which seemed to us a waste of time, I took both ninth grade
algebra and tenth grade geometry although I had had most of the
material for both during the previous year. The teacher, the same for
both grades, was excellent although we did have some
disagreements about how to set up "word problems" with two
"unknowns".
I had not had any Latin (only five other languages, as I was fond
of pointing out) so I and two other students had a "catch-up" class.
No one did any work and we learned nothing. "I can't understand
my French teacher," I complained. To Mother's protest that I had
had three years of French, I wailed, "It's not her French but her
English-she has a terrible accent!" She was not tolerant of my adjustment problems. I could not remember to cross my "t''s and she
didn't like the way I wrote "r". Pleading that I had first learned
Danish cursive script, then adapted to American, then back to
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Danish, and now had to switch again, brought no sympathy-she
just thought I was being stubborn and whiny.
In January our landlord rented the lower floors in our house to a
Professor Ho and his family. They had just escaped from Peking and
the communist takeover of Mainland China. The eldest son, whose
twin brother had been killed, was away at boarding school but I
made friends with the other son, who was slightly younger than I,
and his little sister. I was intrigued to learn that she called him
"Number Two Brother." Having been irritated by the boring
questions that Americans asked me about Denmark, I was, to my
later regret, shy about asking him about China, especially since I
sensed painful memories of the brutal Japanese occupation and felt
prying into his older brother's death would be insensitive.
The Griswolds lived next door. The father was a history
professor and later became the President of Yale. The two children,
an older boy and contemporary girl, became friends. The family was
extremely nice and I vicariously experienced "typical" American
family life of the late forties. Their house was a white colonial and if
it didn't literally have a picket fence, my memory constructs a
symbolic one. They had a backyard where we played softball and I
soon became respectably proficient. In the spring, they invited me to
their annual teenage party-with boys! Since I was an only child and
had always gone to all girls schools, I had next to no experience with
these creatures.
I needed a dress but had few clothes beyond my hated school
uniform and play clothes, certainly nothing as formal as a "cocktail
dress." Fortunately, I was then about Mother's size and she had a
beautiful "new look" dress that she had bought in Denmark. It was
of a silky taffeta with light blue flowers and a softly pleated skirt
that came fashionably to just above my ankles. It was sleeveless but
had a broad collar of tiny pressed pleats that covered the tops of my
shoulders. On Mother it was fabulous but I vacillated between
feeling gorgeous and thinking that I looked like I was wearing my
mother's dress, mostly the latter. I often felt this way, embarrassed
by not having a sense for what was right or appropriate. When I
went out with my parents we always arrived too early (i.e. on time)
and were too dressed up. In retrospect, these feelings were those of
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any normal fourteen-year-old girl, but at the time, I blamed our
"foreignness."
There was a less successful class dance with a nearby boy's
school. It never occurred to me to hide that I was Danish and I
readily answered my dance partners' queries about where I was
from . "You have to meet Paul over there," several said. "He's Danish
too." I was thrilled when the attractive boy was pulled over to meet
me, but deflated when he told me that his grandfather was indeed
"from the old country" and his father had even visited Denmark
once. I would never have anything in common with these ignorant
idiots! They couldn't even dance properly, but just sort of shuffled
around on the floor, wagging their shoulders and pumping my hand
up and down instead of gliding gracefully in a waltz or doing a
proper foxtrot.
American teenagers, especially boys, had no intellectual
curiosity, no ability to converse, and no knowledge of classical
music. Worst was when they asked, "How do you like it here?" I
could not make myself answer with the expected white lie and show
gratitude that I had been allowed to come to this wonderful country.
I tried to explain that it is difficult to leave home and friends but
merely came across as rude and ungrateful. In 1949 few people had
traveled abroad and newsreels pictured Europe as a chaos of
bombed cities and ghastly refugee camps-as unknown to my
experience as to that of my questioners. Having only rude, sarcastic
replies at the ready, I chose sulky silence instead.
Our year in New Haven ended before the school year and we
left that life behind, the good with the bad. I never again saw any of
those friends and often wondered what happened to them. We had
no regrets about leaving our makeshift third floor apartment, nor
would I miss my temporary school although Father's year at Yale
had been scientifically productive. Now we looked forward to
moving on to the slightly familiar Boston and finally being able to
settle down with a magnificent salary of $4,800. The only ties that I
kept to any of my peripatetic past were those to Denmark and I
wrote letters to my best friend there and looked forward to the
Christmas boxes from my grandparents and aunts.
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5. Integration.

"[A) considerable degree of inclusion or incorporation in
the general society has been attained, although residual cultural, identificational, symbolic, and behavioral characteristics remain and, quite likely,
particular language expressions, traditional foods, and some festival observations ... "9
Mother went on ahead to Boston to find us a place to live. We
still didn't own a car, but Mother bought a bike and decided to
bicycle along the coast from New Haven to Boston-truly! I'm sure I
was told all the details of that trip, but do not recall any but the fact
that it took place. Perhaps I was embarrassed to think of my mother
doing such a crazy, unconventional, un-American thing.
She had hoped to find something as cheap and spacious as their
student apartment of the previous year, but Back Bay had already
begun to change. Instead, we moved to a more expensive,
completely renovated and modernized third floor apartment, still on
Newbury Street, a few blocks north of Massachusetts A venue. The
two large rooms of the former townhouse had been split into four: a
large bedroom for my parents; a smaller one for me, a living room,
and a super-modern kitchen with built-in everything, including a
garbage-disposal which we named "the pig"! We sent to Denmark
for our furniture and it arrived in a few months. Our dinning table
and six chairs, couch, two large easy chairs, Father's desk, my
treasured bookcase, the spinet piano, miscellaneous china, etc. came
packed in an impossibly small crate. We marveled that so much stuff
could fit into such a tiny space! Best of all was to have a piano again.
Mrs. Peabody, true to her promise, arranged for me to interview
at The Winsor School, the outstanding girls' prep-school from which
she had graduated many years earlier. It claimed to be "the best
girls' school the country" or, in a moment of modesty, perhaps the
second best. Embarrassingly, Mother asked that I be allowed to
bring a Danish-English dictionary to the entrance exams. By this
time, I didn't need it except to check my spelling. In math, I took the
tests for both tenth (algebra) and eleventh (geometry) grade.
According to Mother, my score was the highest on both. Regardless
of whether this claim was correct, Miss Dougan, the Principal, was
sufficiently impressed with my potential to offer admission with a
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half-scholarship, despite my lack of Latin, deficient French, and
shaky English. I didn't think it was very impressive to pass exams in
subjects I had had twice over!
For summer homework, we had a reading list of fiction, nonfiction, and poetry/plays. We were to hand in a book report in each
of those areas plus one on Saint-Exupery's "Le Petit Prince," to be
read in French. Sometimes I went to Father's new office to help him
with a landmark study of patients with multiple sclerosis. His collaborator had the novel idea that a permanent sentence of complete
bed rest was not necessarily the optimal treatment. Mother helped
me get a library card and on most days I would walk from our hot
apartment top-floor apartment, two blocks down Newbury Street,
then turn right on Clarendon to the large marble Central Library on
Copley Square. There was a peaceful center courtyard with a cooling
fountain where I could devour the marvelous books. As a variation
from literature, I puzzled over a math textbook on matrices and
determinants. Trinity Church was across the square and in back of
that towered the brand new Hancock Building. In a pencil sketch, I
tried to capture the contrast between the dark neo-Byzantine
architecture of the stately brownstone church and the clean modem
whiteness of Boston's first "sky-scraper." I felt very "artistic" sitting
on the library steps with my little sketchbook, just like my
grandfather.
All over Denmark, as throughout the rest of Europe, there are
youth hostels where travelers can find an inexpensive dormitory bed
and cook a meal. In their youth, Mother and Father had enjoyed
hiking from town to town and spending the nights in such hostels.
When Mother read in the newspaper that there was a similar chain
of hostels in New England, she saw a chance for us to go on vacation
despite our limited budget. Accordingly, in July we set out on the
road with a map and a list of hostels, each of us carrying a small
army-surplus backpack with the barest of essentials. Whereas
Danish hostels were placed a comfortable day-walk apart, in the US
they were designed for the bicycle tripper and we ended up having
to hitchhike. We also found that walking along an American
highway with cars whizzing by can be unpleasant.
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Then we heard of the Appalachian Trail, dotted with staffed
huts and campers' lean-tos. We took off for the wilderness with an
appalling lack of equipment and spent the night in the hut below the
summit of Mt. Lafayette. We went to the top the next morning-my
first real mountain-and down the other side. The next hut was
further than we flatlanders could hike in a day so we stopped at a
lean-to by an idyllic lake. After an uncomfortable night when the
three of us shared two blankets, Father hiked to the nearest town to
buy supplies while Mother and I played pioneers and waited for
him to return. Over the next ten days we climbed 4,000-foot
mountains, stayed in comfortable huts along the tree line or camped
in lean-tos with magnificent views. We sang songs, met people,
swapped stories, took snapshots, and stored memories. Had any
fourteen-year-old ever had such an adventure? I was the luckiest girl
alive!
School started in September. By now, I was used to landing on
my feet in strange places, but here I was made to feel welcome. A
classmate had been asked to write me a letter, which arrived during
the summer. Then in the fall, I, the newcomer and foreigner, was
picked as one of four girls to read a book report aloud in assemblythey even laughed at the funny parts! It was a good thing they didn't
ask me to read in French!
Winsor was not easy. I was placed in the lowest division in
French and I had a tutor to help me catch up with the two years of
Latin that everyone else had finished. History was boring and confusing. The teacher talked about stuff that wasn't in the book. When
I was criticized for not paying attention, the penny dropped, "You
mean I'm supposed to write all this down?" So I did and learned to
take notes-a process that my classmates had studied the year
before, but I had never heard of.
I took physiology with the ninth-graders because this subject
was required for graduation-it was really intended to teach us the
rudiments of reproduction. We adored the youngish teacher but she
left us puzzled by her delicately and obscurely worded explanation
of the menstrual cycle. We finally understood, "That's what she
means! Why couldn't she just say so?" It was a very scientific course
and the passage of sperm from the male organ to fertilization of the
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female egg was described in technical detail but the word "sex" was
never mentioned, much less "orgasm" and "erection." There was
certainly no implication that well-bred young ladies were sensual
creatures that might want to engage in this behavior for reasons
other than procreation.
Because of my advanced standing in math, I was excused from
taking sophomore geometry. The lower school math teacher did tell
me that if I was bored I should come and see her. It was too bad that
I didn't take the time-it would have been a boost to my ego that
difficult first year to succeed in something that was independent of
language. Athletics could have served that role, but that was never
my subject, especially team sports. "Sound mind in a sound Body"
proclaimed the motto over door of the gymnasium building. My
body was sound enough but I had neither talent nor inclination to
play on a team. My mother had a theory that young girls tire easily
so my senior year, when I looked winter pale, I was excused from
gym. The school was not happy but I had a note from my doctorFather, of course-that they could not refuse.
Part of the curriculum of this marvelous school was that each
student had a half-hour conference with each of her teachers every
other week. My English teacher, expecting to remedy my ignorance
of literature, asked me to check off what I had read on a long list of
the classics. To her amazement I had a better literary background
than most of my classmates, albeit I had read them as Danis})
translations. She did find me somewhat lacking in American classics
and suggested I read Carl Sandburg's "Abraham Lincoln, the Prairie
Years," Willa Cather's "Death comes for the Archbishop," and
Hawthorne's "House of Seven Gables." They were confusing
because I only knew the outline of American history and didn't
understand the contexts. But I suppose that was the idea.
At home we continued to be a close-knit triad. Father was the
busy scientist but had a well-developed sense of humor, a wide
knowledge of literature, and a love of music. Piano lessons were too
expensive but I continued to work on my "recital" piece and we
played "four-handed." Mother cooked, shopped, and cleaned
without much help from the rest of us except that I set the table and
Father washed the dishes. "Your job is to study," she told me.
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We always spoke Danish at home and having this haven of
familiar culture to fall back on probably speeded my assimilation
into the bigger American world. We did not associate with other
Danes, except for the occasional friend or scientific colleague visiting
from home. The snobbish implication was that we had nothing in
common with ordinary immigrants. Sometimes a complete stranger
would call and say that a-friend-of-a friend had suggested he look us
up on the way through Boston. "They always call just before dinnertime, expecting an invitation," Mother complained.
The summer of 1950 we spent in Slingerlands, a suburb of
Albany where Father had a summer job with the New York State
Health Department. There had been a serious outbreak of hepatitis
in the surrounding farmlands and Father was investigating the
causes and spread of the infection. Since he needed to call on the farflung farmers, he had the use of an official car. I often came along on
these trips and thus learned first-hand about "shoe-leather
epidemiology." Otherwise there was little for me to do except bury
my nose in books. In order to get me out of the house, Mother found
a piano teacher, arranged with a neighbor for a ride to Red Cross
swimming lessons, and showed me the way to the library. Only a
fraction of the books from my summer reading list was on the
shelves in the small town library. I systematically started at the A's,
picking the first suggested book that was on the shelf, and thus read
my way through about half the alphabet.
When it became time for our vacation, Mother had cut out an
article from the paper about canoeing on the Finger Lakes and I
enthusiastically voted for such an adventure. We were slightly better
equipped for this trip than the previous summer's mountain hikes
and although the views were not as spectacular, paddling was a
much more efficient form of transportation than walking uphill on
rocky paths.

6. Assimilation. "{P]eople at this last stage are no longer perceived as
distinctive by members of the dominant or general society... [T]his stage has
been reached most commonly by individuals rather than by whole ethnic
groups". 10
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In the fall we moved from what Mrs. Peabody euphemistically
referred to as our "uptown apartment" on Newbury Street to 100
Memorial Drive across the Charles River in Cambridge, next to the
Massachusetts Institute of Technogy. This first post-war modern
apartment building, known by its "colored balconies," had just been
finished and was a unique departure from Back Bay architecture,
looking more like it belonged in Copenhagen than anything else we
had seen in the States. Our two-bedroom apartment was small but
comfortable with a magnificent view from the living room over the
river towards Beacon Hill and Back Bay. I began to feel that I
belonged here-this was now home. I asked mother why she didn't
want to entertain, "Why not invite all those people who have been
so kind to us?" But she felt that she didn't have enough "nice
things," no good china, no silverware, not enough space for parties. I
hoped I would never feel that way; friends should visit for the
company not the "things."
Father's career was steadily progressing as was his salary. In
addition to continuing at Harvard as Associate Professor of
Epidemiology, he now also had the impressive title of: "Superintendent of the Institute of Laboratories of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts." Eventually we bought a car-a modest Ford, with
none of Jauss' personality but much more dependable. When the
salesman showed us the model clearly labeled "Deluxe," Father
asked to see the "economy model" but we were told that this was
the cheapest. "Typical American exaggeration," we agreed.
I settled in at Winsor for my last two years of high school, continuing to feel the outsider, different, and "dislocated." I thought of
myself as a "foreigner" but never an "immigrant". We didn't have
the big house, the servants, the two _cars, the summer place in the
mountains or by the sea, the extended family, the "old Boston"
grandparents and family friends. On the other hand I had the
benefits of two cultures, two languages, self-confidence, and much
more independence. My friends barely knew how to use the
subway, needing to be driven everywhere. Fortunately, my class of
forty-three girls was very close-knit with many parties to which all
were invited. I made several friends and we hung around together at
school and sometimes on the weekend. There were even a few sleep-
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overs at country houses and a great ski-trip our senior year. But I
didn't go to Bermuda during spring break or summer camp in
Canada.

Boys were a problem-I didn't know any. There were no sons of
friends to escort me to the Boston society dances to which I was
invited by dint of being a Winsor Girl. I was not invited to the
private dinner parties beforehand because I wouldn't be giving one
in return. So Father brought me and picked me up and I stood
mostly at the sidelines waiting to be asked to dance by boys I didn't
know. "Now don't talk Science," Mother would advise. "Well how
am I supposed to meet someone interesting if I don't?" I answered.
These idiots didn't know anything, had no culture, no interest in
science or literature or music-real music, by which I meant Mozart
and Haydn. What a nerd I was!
Gradually I caught on to the schoolwork, advancing from the C
to the B to the A Division in French. My English teacher read aloud
selections from the best student compositions, even occasionally
from mine, and would lick her lips at really choice bits, her highest
form of praise. Math was fun and I compensated for sloppiness on
tests by learning to be very fast so I would have time to go over each
problem a second, or even a third time. I adored my science teacher,
who taught both eleventh grade chemistry and twelfth grade
physics and encouraged me to read about nuclear physics and
prepare science projects. The history teachers were excellent. There
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was no more Latin as I had passed the end-of-second year exam with
a respectable C+, thanks to my diligent tutor. "Now Anne has
enough Latin to go to any college; except possibly Bryn Mawr," said
Miss Knapp, the assistant principal. "Where's this Bryn Mawr?"
Mother wanted to know. Sure enough, that's where I eventually
went.
The summer of 1951 promised to be ''boring" and I rejected
Mother's idea of "resting." My best friend, Carol, and I took typing
at the Hickox Secretarial School, not that we had any desire to be
secretaries but typing would be useful in college-little did we
anticipate the invention of personal computers! I was also hired as a
temporary clerk at a bookkeeping firm where my puzzling job was
to measure and log the height of stacks of incoming and outgoing
invoices sent to the company for processing on Comptometer
machines. By mid-summer, many of my classmates were "mother's
helpers" or live-in babysitters with a vacationing family, including
Carol. When I saw an ad in the paper for such a job on Long Island, I
asked Mother for permission to apply. Much to my surprise, and
also to Mother's, she agreed and.I went off to an estate in Oyster Bay
for five weeks to look after twins, age nine and a two-year-old girl.
The family, from Washington, D.C., had borrowed the converted
barn from friends so the father could commute to New York to serve
on a disarmament commission at the UN. By the end of the summer,
I was rested, tan, and ready for my senior year at Winsor.
In the fall, my parents and I drove down to Pennsylvania to visit
Bryn Mawr College. In an interview with the Director of
Admissions, Father asked what my chances were of being accepted.
"Let me see," she said and read aloud from my letter of
recommendation, "When Anne came to Winsor two years ago, she
needed a dictionary to take the entrance exam. She now has honors
in English as well as Math and Physics." She added, "I don't think
there will be a problem." Mother's strategy of sending me to the best
possible school so that I would learn the best possible English, had
paid off.
The spring of 1952 was busy. My beloved grandfather died in
March, the day I took my college entrance exams. He had been the
invisible but strong thread to what I still thought of as home,
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sending me books and letters that helped me keep my language
alive. When I had sent him a copy of my Junior Paper about the
eighteenth century Danish playwright, Ludvig Holberg, Grandfather
did not write to thank me. Instead, I received a letter in beautiful
calligraphy saying that the sender had much enjoyed reading my
paper over the shoulder of his friend, Ipsen. It was signed with a
flourish in French, "votre tres humble serviteur, Ludvig Holberg." Did
anyone else have such a clever and funny grandfather?
In April, about the time of my seventeenth birthday, I entered the
Massachusetts Science Fair. I won first prize with a project using
Father's idea of simulating epidemics with ordinary playing cards.
Unfortunately, the next step, the New England Science Fair, was to
be in Maine the same weekend that I was to supposed to be in our
senior play. Despite the short notice, one of my classmates volunteered to take my part. She was especially generous since she too
had entered the Massachusetts Fair but her ambitious "cloud
chamber" had malfunctioned during the judging and she had not
won.
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Eleven of us therefore went to Maine with our teacher sponsors
and once again I won a first prize, netting me a membership to the
new Boston Science Museum and a subscription to Scientific
American.
I had submitted a paper describing the same project to a science
competition for entering Bryn Mawr students. The paper did not
win because it was not on one of the designated topics and did not
fit neatly into biology, physics or chemistry; instead, the judges
awarded a special merit scholarship, commenting on the quality of
writing as well as the science.
In addition to the festivities surrounding graduation from
Winsor there were more dances, culminating in the Debutante
Cotillion and followed by several summer "coming-out" parties
given by the wealthier families, supposedly to introdU<;:e their
daughters to suitable bachelors from Boston Society. Since all of us
went away to college in the fall, these parties continued throughout
the year at vacation times.
In June, Mother, Carol, and I sailed from New York for two
months in Denmark, Sweden and Norway. We had a wonderful trip,
but one night I revealed to Carol that, despite all the plans for me to
enter Bryn Mawr in the fall, I had had a secret dream of going to the
University of Copenhagen. I suspect that Father, at least, had been
aware of my feelings and the trip "home" was in part to give me a
chance to decide my future. That night, I realized that I no longer belonged in Denmark and that "home" was Boston.
Within the next four years, I became a US citizen, graduated
from college, and was married to a Bostonian that I had met at
several debutante parties. We were expecting our first child and my
assimilation appeared complete. Yet there will always be a core, my
center, which remains Danish.
Comments: I have never been part of "the huddled masses yearning
to breathe free" and it was many years before I was even willing to
admit to the label "immigrant." When asked where I'm "from," I
usually answer that I was brought up in Boston, carefully sticking
with the truth. I readily admit my birthplace if the situation
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warrants, but that response is usually as unnecessary as a detailed
answer to "how are you?" My lack of an accent, other than to the
tuned ear, enables me to reveal my ethnicity when I choose, unlike
my parents whose accent usually elicited a standard question from
new acquaintances to the exclusion of more interesting conversation.
I agree with Eva Hoffman that language is the key to assimilation. 11 A
friend told me that she came home from Nursery School and
announced to her Hungarian family, "In this country everyone
speaks English." She then refused to talk until she had learned her
new language.
Immigrant adolescents have different coping mechanisms; mine
was to balance my two cultures. Eva Hoffman says, "I put my Polish
childhood into a sealed chest." 12 My chest was my family; it is not
sealed but a treasure to be opened when I wish. On the cover of a
book by Danish poet Benny Andersen is a drawing of a man
wrapped in a cape. 13 The outside is the red and white Danish flag,
but the left arm is outstretched to reveal the lining: all the flags of the
world. To borrow this metaphor, I see myself in such a cape but with
a nondescript color on the outside that blends with my surroundings
and a red and white lining that warms my spirit.
The modem immigrant is fortunate to live in a time when the
"melting pot'' philosophy of assimilation is no longer in style and
pride in ethnic roots is now acceptable. The marvels of modem
technology allow us to be citizens of the world regardless of where
we choose to live.
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My Re-Americanization
by Willard R. Garred
They met in Tivoli, Copenhagen, Denmark. Ray Garred was a
United States Navy sailor with a squadron of battleships sent by
President William Howard Taft on a goodwill tour of England, the
Scandinavian capitals, and Kronstadt, St. Petersburg's port city and
Russian naval base. She was a Danish girl, Olavia Frederiksen, who
had spent four years in the United States as a domestic servant and
had learned English in an evening school for immigrants. The year
was 1911, summer time. Tivoli, as many tourists know, is a natural
place for visitors to Copenhagen to congregate, and it was where a
couple of thousand American sailors went to meet Danes, especially
Danish girls. Ray and Olavia began corresponding. They were both
twenty-eight years of age.
Ray had been born in Oregon's Willamette Valley in 1883. Ten
years later, Ray's father, David Garred, was killed in a horse and
wagon runaway accident. A newspaper account stated that David
left a widow and four children in destitute condition. Davida Garred
moved to Denver, Colorado, where she evidently bought a cow or
two and began a small dairy business.
When Ray was in his teens, he went back to Oregon, where he
worked at various jobs and served briefly in the National Guard In
1908, at the age of twenty-five, he signed up for a four-year hitch
with the Navy. He was lucky, for although he had no more than a
fifth grade education, he got to join part of The Great White Fleet
which President Theodore Roosevelt sent around the world in
1907-09. That fleet left Norfolk, Virginia, in late 1907 and sailed
around Cape Hom (no Panama Canal yet!). The fleet was on
maneuvers off the coast of South America when Ray and several
other recruits, who had just finished boot camp at San Diego, joined
it. After several weeks at various ports on the Pacific Coast of the
United States, the fleet resumed its journey around the world. But
Ray's ship, the Alabama, and another, the Maine, left the fleet and
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made a shorter voyage, via Pearl Harbor, Singapore, Suez, and the
Atlantic back to Norfolk. The remaining fourteen warships, now
joined by the Nebraska and the Wisconsin, sailed on to Japan, before
proceeding westward.1
Ray's mother, Davida Gordon Linton, was the oldest of eleven
children. She was born 1857 in Glasgow, Scotland, and was four
when her parents took the family to Kansas. After twenty years in
Kansas, they moved to Oregon. Davida, who had teacher training
and experience, soon met David Garred, who had been previously
married and had three daughters by that marriage. These
daughters lived with their mother, Missouri Richardson Garred in
Montana.
Olavia Pettine was the daughter of H . C. and Marie Hansen
Frederiksen, who lived in Saksk0bing, Lolland, where their five
children were born. In 1890, when HCF was thirty-nine, the family
moved to Copenhagen, where he expanded his earlier bicycle
manufacturing to include motorcycles and a few delivery
wagon-automobiles which looked like horseless carriages. HCF had
. a small factory at Roskildevej 39, Copenhagen, with sixteen
mechanics. The assembly line was not used then or there! His brand
name was "ANGLO DANE." He died in 1922, some six years after
selling the factory.
Olavia did domestic work, both at home and outside, and at
nineteen enrolled in a folk school course at H0ng, West Sjrelland.
This evidently inspired Olavia to travel to United States. She had
two older female cousins in St. Paul, Minnesota, both married, and
one with children. Now twenty, Olavia crossed the ocean on a slow
steamship, took the train to St. Paul, and began working as a domestic during the day while taking English lessons at night.
I know little of Olavia' s four years of domestic work in St. Paul.
Her address at one time was 726 Dayton Ave. Of her two cousins,
Olavia F. Sorensen and Hansine Frederiksen Jensen, Olavia and
family stayed in St. Paul the rest of their lives, while Louis and
Hansine Jensen went to Los Angeles (in the 1910s I think). The
Sorensens had children, while the Jensens were childless. And it is
strange that I managed to visit Hansine (as a widow) in 1938, while I
never visited Olavia Sorensen or her children.
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Olavia Frederiksen went back to Denmark in 1912 (almost like
Dad's four year Navy enlistment) and spent time there doing
domestic work, probably much of it in the busy Frederiksen
household above the factory-shop on Roskildevej. When Olavia
heard that a couple of thousand American sailors would be in
Copenhagen, she decided to go to Tivoli and chat with some of
them. So there they met in the summer 1911. Olavia told me she
visited also with Frank Billings, a sailor from Pennsylvania. She
corresponded with Ray (also with Frank?) and Ray proposed
marriage by mail, but as it turned out he was not going to get a
"mail order bride."
He sent her the money for a voyage to America (I am a bit
surprised that he had the money to spare) and Olavia traveled from
Denmark to New York City in the summer of 1912. She settled in at
the Danish Young Peoples Home in Brooklyn, by Prospect Park, and
found domestic work, probably in Manhattan, an easy subway ride
away. When Olavia had earned enough, she paid Ray back, and told
him that now she would marry him! Olavia was not a war bride, but
she was a military bride.
The marriage took place in the parsonage of the Swedish
Methodist Church in Denver, Colorado, (Ray's mother lived there at
the time) on March 26, 1913. Mother told me later that she chose to
get married on her confirmation day (1899 together with her brother
Emil). I know nothing of their honeymoon, but Ray was with the
Navy in his second enlistment and was stationed at Vallejo,
California.
My sister, Elsie Marie, was born May 19, 1914 in Vallejo. Dad
reenlisted in the Navy on November 13, 1913 at Omaha, where he
was visiting his sister, Kate Garred, who was working there. By the
time I came along, on June 24, 1915, Dad was in the process of
transferring from Vallejo to San Diego. My pregnant mother was
trying to follow him there, but got as far as Los Angeles, where my
grandmother Davida Garred lived. I was born in her house, but Los
Angeles was never my home. Ray was soon back in Vallejo, where
we lived until about 1917, when we moved to Oakland's East Bay.
The marriage between Ray and Olavia was not to last. He had
an "itchy foot" and seldom seemed to be home. Eventually Olavia
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sued for divorce, which he did not contest. It was granted in 1924.
Olavia had to be the breadwinner by doing domestic work while
caring for her two children. I remember that for a time she placed us
in a Children's Home. She had American friends and Danish friends.
Among the latter were two families in Oakland, the Andersens and
the Christensens. We belonged to the Danish Hejskoleforening Bavnen
in Oakland, which met in "the Danish Hall." I remember their
Christmas parties, and when I visited the place in 1939, the janitor,
Mr. Jensen, remembered me from the early 1920s.
Olavia divorced reluctantly, and had qualms about returning to
Denmark with two small American-born children who did not
speak Danish (except for Fadervor, the Lords Prayer), but the step
was taken. We departed Oakland by train for Chicago and Hoboken,
New Jersey on September 10, 1925. The last school I attended was
the Laurel School in Oakland, and it is the only one from which I
have memories. We moved at least once a year, which meant
transferring to a different school most of the time. I suppose in
moving mother was looking for better rental quarters. At our class at
Laurel School the teacher used the occasion of my leaving for
Denmark to teach a geography lesson to the whole class, showing on
maps where we would travel. My wife and I were at the 16th Street
train station in 1977, and an elderly man who had a shoe-polishing
stand confirmed that, yes, this was the station from which we left in
1925, for it was built in 1911. As I understand it, the station was
abandoned after the Oakland Bay earthquake in October 1989,
which damaged the area.
It took us five days to travel the continent, and we three left
from Hoboken on MS Frederik VIII, sailing on September 15. I believe
we made a stop at Halifax, Nova Scotia, then another at
Kristiansand, Norway, before a half day stop at Kristiania, Norway
(time for us to explore the city some) the capital city which that very
year officially became Oslo. We arrived in Copenhagen September
26 to a flag-bedecked city. Uncle Emil Frederiksen and other family
members were at the dock to meet us. Emil had been to the U.S. and
spoke some English. We rode in his ANGLO DANE motorcycle with
sidecar, built by Morfar HCF. I asked Uncle Emil: "Why all the
flags?" His reply: "Because you people have arrived!" I was greatly
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surprised. After a moment Emil said: "Well, it is the King's
birthday!" Christian X was the king during my years in Denmark,
1925-1937.
I have mentioned that H. C. Frederiksen manufactured
motorcycles. Sad to say, Morfar died three years before we arrived in
Denmark, so I never met him. His widow, Marie, my Mormor, lived
until 1932, so I remember her. She lived in a villa built after HCF's
death on nearby Magnoleavej. Aunt Elisabeth and Uncle Helge
Halfdaner lived on the main floor, and Mormor had the upstairs.
Mother, Elsie and I stayed at this house for a couple of weeks while
we adjusted to our new surroundings. Elsie and I inevitably suffered
some culture shock and had to learn a new language.
The family helped set up Olavia and we children in a
"mangling shop" at Oehlenschlregersgade in Vesterbro. Since this was
1925, the street lights were still gas-lamps, and we children enjoyed
seeing the lamplighter make his rounds in the winter evenings,
pulling on a pilot light lever to light the lamp. Elsie and I were
placed in the same class in the nearby public school so we would at
least have one another to converse with. Not only did our teachers
speak Danish to us, but also all around us, on the playground, for
example, Danish was all we heard. Consequently, within a year we
both spoke Danish, and even began to forget some of our English.
Age ten is a very good time to learn a new language. To do as we
often do in the USA, and start teaching a foreign tongue when the
student is fifteen or more, makes for a handicap, especially with
correct pronunciation. I was fortunate to have a foundation of
English, so when I returned to my homeland at age twenty-two, all I
needed was to build up vocabulary, which I did fairly quickly by
reading a lot, and making lists of words which I didn't understand
to memorize.
The Copenhagen teachers association had a plan of sending
• public school children from the big city to vacation on farms in the
country. They used old fashioned, slow trains and railcars for these
trips, but they got us there. In 1926 I traveled to 0lgod in West Jutland for a five-week vacation, and when I came back to Copenhagen
they said I had a Jutland accent.
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My mother had her heart set on enrolling me in Det Kongelige
Opfostringshus (DKO), a four year boarding school for boys from
broken homes. It was limited to 110 boys in the four classes of
Mellemskole. (In those years this was a stepped-up grades five
through eight). She probably tried during 1926, but there was no
opening. By spring 1927, there was an
opening and after passing the entrance
exam I was admitted as a "sophomore."
This proved to be a very good fortune for
me. It was one of the strictest boarding
schools in Denmark, but also one with
fairness and high standards. Holten
Liitzh.0ft was the Forstander, the
principal. He was a Cand. theol., but not
ordained. He had a habit of taking each
new boy into his office, shutting the door
and giving the boy a hug and a kiss on
the cheek. I must have said something
about the possibility of my returning to
Holten Lutzheft
the United States, for I remember his
words: Vi tramger ogsa til dygtige mamd i Danmark. "We also need
capable men in Denmark."
We wore uniforms and caps to identify us in public-dress
uniforms on weekends with gilded buttons with the school's
monogram, "Fr. V, 1753", indicating that DKO was founded by King
Frederik V. We had classes five and a half days a week, and since
most of us were from Copenhagen, we could take public
transportation home Saturday afternoon and return Sunday
evening.
Our meals were taken in a large dining room, where we sat by
classes at four long tables. Our teachers, five men
a woman, sat
on a dais and could survey us. No talking was allowed during
meals. If a boy was discovered talking, his name was called out and
he was to see the teacher afterward. The boy would get an 0refigen
or spanskrer, a slap on the cheek or "three on the tail." To circumvent
the no-talking rule, we boys, of course, had sign language which we
could use!

and
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I apparently had no country vacation in 1927, but the next two
summers I was assigned to a large farm in North Sj~lland,
Helleba?kgaard. This was owned by Grev Schimmelmann, He lived at
the Hovedgaard. Next there was a Forpagtergaard, where Mr. Barfod
lived, and although forpagter means lessee, he held an important
position of management. The third place was Helleba?k Ladegaard,
and this is where the real farm work was done! The manager there,
Forvalter Harboe, was my host and I slept in his house, whereas a
dozen or so farmhands slept in a wing of the farm building. I would
enjoy getting up early in the morning to go with Harboe out to the
barn, where the horses and the implements were. Harboe would
assign the men their duty for the day, and I would often trudge
along with one of them to see what he did. We had vacation from
late June to mid-August, much shorter than the average American
school vacation.

The boys of Opfosttingshuset. The three on the right were born in the
Western Hemisphere. From the right: Willard Garred, born in Los
Angeles; Raymond Borges, born in Omaha; and Hans Brown-Jensen,
born in the Virgin Islands.

Back at the school in Randersgade, when we had free time, we
gathered in the large living room. Many of us read novels. I read all
of James Fenimore Cooper's Indian stories in Danish translation and
also read adventure stories such as Alexandre Dumas' The Three
Musketeers and The Count of Monte Cristo.
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We boys had our own lingo. Giv mig en bid became kaj mig en
baj. I am not sure why! We each were given a DKO number, and that
is what we called one another by, and it didn't bother us to be called
Femten or Hailers (Halvfjerds). My number was thirteen and
Forstander Liitzh0ft asked me if that bothered me, and I said no. My
stay at DKO was very good for me.
We 110 boys slept in two large bedrooms, with fifty-five in
each. Morning and evening we had lovsang in the living room. The
four classes stood in two rows each, in a square, facing other classes.
One of the teachers led these devotions, and we sang evening
hymns. In the summer time, we would have the devotions in the
courtyard when the weather was good, and people in the
neighborhood would open their windows to listen to us.
We Skorper were confirmed in the parish church across the
street, Lutherkirken. Pastor Skettrup, came over to our schoolroom,
and taught us seniors the catechism. Forstander Liitzh0lt would at
times supplement the catechism teaching. My class of twenty-eight
was confirmed on Palm Sunday, April 13, 1930.
Upon graduation we were assigned, according to our abilities,
to an apprenticeship. A number of us, including myself, were
assigned to clerking in business offices. My apprenticeship was with
an engineering firm, H. Meisner-Jensen from 1930 to 1933. They
made and sold fire extinguishing equipment and machinery, plus
roadbuilding machinery. During that time I attended evening
business college and graduated with Handelsmedhj;elpereksamen. This
included accounting, stenography (Danish) and other commercial
skills. After finishing my apprenticeship, I found work with another
engineering firm, Silldorff, Steffin & Co. This company made
machine knives for cutting wood, paper and tobacco. I bicycled to
work six days a week (half a days work on Saturday).
During those days I was eager for vacation time, for my heart
was not in the work. In 1931, I spent some time with the DKO
Alumni Association and biked to a camping site with a group. In
1932 I sailed overnight to the island of Bornholm, which is north of
Poland in the Baltic Sea. I had my bike along. I stayed with some
acquaintances of my mother on a farm right north of R0nne, the
capital of the island. I bicycled all around the small island (about the
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size of the Isle of Man in Britain) which has a hilly and rocky terrain
quite different from the rest of Denmark, with delightful villages
along the coasts.
In 1934 1 biked all the way to Vestjylland, to N0rre Nebel, where
I visited Onkel Hans and Moster Laura Torb0l. That was in the days,
of course, when one had to sail on ferries between the large islands
of Sjcrlland, Fyn and the mainland, Jylland. That year I joined Dansk
Vandrelaug. With such a membership we hikers could stay overnight
in a Herberge or Vandrerhjem for something like ten cents. We had
our own sleeping bag along, so all the hostel had to supply was a
bare bed or mattress.
In 1935 I joined a group of twenty-eight young hikers
for a tour outside Denmark. We were led by a male schoolteacher.
Being an American citizen, I discovered that I needed an American
passport to travel "overseas", and that cost $10, a big sum for a poor
office clerk! We traveled fifteen days, and began by taking the new
Lyntog (lightning train!) across Denmark to Esbjerg. These
streamlined trains began running in 1934, the very same year that
the U.S. Burlington Route began running their streamlined Zephyrs
between Chicago and Denver. Our route was Esbjerg-Antwerp by
ship which took almost twenty-four hours. Then we took the train to
Brussels, where we stayed two nights and attended the International
Exposition in that city. We wore small lapel Danish flags, and once
or twice we were taken to be Swiss, whose flag is also a cross on a
red background.
From Brussels we went by train to visit a grotto in southeastern
Belgium, stopping briefly in Luxembourg. After entering Germany
we made a stop at Trier from which we took an excursion train
along the Mosel river, Moselthalbahn, twisting and winding along the
river. Next was Koblenz on the Rhein. Here we boarded a riverboat
and sailed for three days upstream (south), with overnight stops at
rivertowns: Riidesheim, St. Goar, and Mainz.
Then on to
Heidelberg, where the Student Prince lived! And finally, our tour
took us to Rothenburg, Niirnberg and Berlin.
In Berlin, the German capital then and once more after the
reunification of Germany (1990), we stayed two nights, one in a
hotel, and one on a riverboat in the Spree river. We toured the big
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city by U-bahn and Untergrundbahn-streetcar and subway. We saw
the elaborate preparations for the 1936 Olympic Games. As this was
two years into the Nazi rule, we saw lots of swastikas, but otherwise
not much rearming for war. Most of us Danes learned some German
in Mellemskole, and we could get by in German conversation and
reading.
We had a unique experience there - we flew on small, fivepassenger planes for twenty minutes over the city. This was the first
experience in flying for probably all of us twenty-eight Danes. I
remember they took our cameras away from us before the flight,
and we received them back afterward. I suppose they feared that we
would take "spy photos!" On the train from Ni.imberg to Berlin we
had a snack in a Mitropa dining car. When I was about sixteenyears of age, we lived in Copenhagen near the main East-West
railway line, and when I was awake around six in the morning, I
could hear and see the big international express trains coming to
Hovedbanegaarden, the Main Railway Station. There were always
Mitropa diners, and I would dream of some day taking such a train
and eating in that diner. I was surprised that I was able to do it just a
few years later. We rode a similar express train from Berlin north
through Rostock, then the ferry from W arnemi.inde to Gedser,and
back home in Copenhagen. This vacation was a rich experience at
very low cost!.
I had one more summer vacation experience in my Danish
years, namely 1936, I decided to visit some places I had not seen, the
islands of Falster, Langeland and De Sydfynske 0er. I biked and
sailed on nine ferry routes, the longest of which was the three hour
connection between Grenaa and Hundested. Grenaa is at the eastern
tip of Djursland, northern Jutland, and Hundested is a port city in
North Sjcelland. I made a stop in Saksk.0bing, Lolland, where my
mother and her siblings were born. I stayed with cousins in
Kastager, western Lolland. Then I took the ferry from Nakskov to
Spodsbjerg, Langeland. Unfortunately a flat tire on the bike caused
me to miss seeing where Morfar Frederiksen was born, near
Tranekcer, Langeland. The next stop was Tasinge, and from there on
to Svendborg (to me one of the most beautiful of Danish town
locations by a fjord). Now Denmark has large bridge and tunnel
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connections between Denmark and Skane, and between Sj~lland
and Fyn. Too bad, I say. The ferry trip is a relaxing time for bikers
and especially motorists, who usually hurry too much as it is.
Next came the experience which changed my destiny. I was of
draft age and received the call to join. A representative of the
American Embassy said that I need not serve. He also said that if I
did sign up, I did not need to salute the Danish flag! But I was on the
verge of becoming a Danish citizen. I had residence and work
permits and paid taxes, even on my meager clerk salary (185 kroner
a month). So I served for eight months in the Kystdefension, the Coast
Defense, a branch of the Navy.
This military service was in peacetime, so it was a pleasant
break from the office routine, like a vacation. After training for two
months and learning how to fire the biggest cannons in the country,
those of Flakfortet and Middelgrundsfortet (it took fifteen men to do
it}, some of our group of draftees were sent home. I was assigned to
office duty at Lynetten, the headquarters of the Coast Defense,
located on Refshalehe0en, north of the Danish Naval Base. Here my
duties included to take a check into town, usually on my bicycle,
cash the check and go out and pay bills, in cash, for the Coast
Defense. I began with relatively modest sums, and as my superiors
became convinced that I was trustworthy, I ended up carrying
sometimes 30,000 kroner.
When I think back on this practice, it amazes me. If some thief
or robber had known of our system, it would have been quite easy
for him to hold me up and take the money, but I never felt insecure
or threatened. I would frequently be rewarded with "tips," usually
cigars. Since I did not smoke, I would sell them to my fellow
servicemen for token prices. We men of the office staff developed
some great friendships, and since I lived in the city, I would at times
invite my comrades out to our home for a visit during our off duty
times.
One of these men turned out to be one of the Danish patriots of
World War II, Orla Andersen, from Homslet, northeast of Aarhus.
During the war he was a member of a sabotage group. He and
several others were caught by the Nazis picking up weapons
dropped by British planes. After brief trials, Orla and the others
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were executed by firing squad, and later buried in Ryvangen, the
Memorial Cemetery which has 102 graves of such men. I
corresponded with some of my former comrades, but my return to
the United States and the coming of the war and the occupation
ended most of those contacts. It was ironic that my discharge papers
from May 1937 states that I was "given permission to travel overseas
for three years". By the end of that time, Denmark was occupied and
I was in the United States, soon to be an "enemy" nation.
During my military service I felt a tug pulling me toward the
United States. I didn't want to return to my dead-end office job,
though it was offered to me. I had a cousin, Knud Torboel, in
Yonkers, New York, a landscape gardener. He encouraged me to
come to America and try my luck. Preparations were made in June
for my traveling to America. I chose the Norddeutscher Lloyd Line,
and left Copenhagen July 15, 1937 by train for Germany (the reverse
of my journey of 1935 from Germany back home). The ship was the
Europa, of 52,000 tons, with about 2000 passengers of many
nationalities, including three Danes! I have later read that such
German ships had spies among its officers, who would use their
eyes and notebooks well when in American ports.
After stops to pick up passengers at Cherbourg, France, and
Southampton, England, we sailed the open seas, and arrived in New
York in five days, landing on July 22, 1937. My cousin was there and
helped me with my luggage. I had an easy time with customs,
because of my American passport, but I experienced some culture
shock for the second time. When I arrived in Denmark as a ten-year
old, I was wearing knickerbockers, and the Danish boys looked
askance at me. Arriving back in the USA I was wearing the
European plus/ours, and this time the American boys said: "Look at
that dumb Dane!"
Down into the bowels of the earth we went with the luggage
and took the subway more than 242 blocks to Yonkers. The heat of a
New York summer was hard on me, who was used to the cool
summers of fifty-six degrees North Latitude!
I had a room in the house of a Danish friend of Knud, and now
I began taking public transportation to get to Manhattan, where I
tramped the streets partly as a "tourist" but mostly going to
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employment agencies. After a few days of traveling at least an hour
from Yonkers to mid-town Manhattan, I moved to the "Danish
Young Peoples Home" in Brooklyn, which is a short subway ride
from Manhattan. This was the same home where my mother stayed
in 1912!
1 paid room and board and soon ran out of the $60 I had with
me from Denmark. I borrowed another $60 from Knud and had a
job before that ran out! To escape the heat, I would occasionally take
in a movie in an air-conditioned (refrigerated would be a more
accurate term) theater, and I also allowed myself the luxury of an ice
cream soda most evenings (ten cents). I had my Danish school
papers translated and certified by Pastor Alfred Dorf of Brooklyn,
but I could soon see that I wasn't going to get a clerks job here, so I
took the advice of a fellow boarder at the "YPH" to try domestic
work.
Within a couple of weeks I was hired as a footman or 2nd
butler, by a lady from Washington D.C. There were six of us
applying for such a job, but the other five wanted to stay in the New
York City area, and I didn't care particularly where I went, so I got
the job. The George Garrett family lived at 1627 New Hampshire
Ave., near Dupont Circle, not far from the White House. The lady's
name was Ethel Shields Darlington Garrett. She was a wealthy
widow with three children when she married George Garrett in
1935. I soon discovered that Mrs. Garrett despised Franklin
Roosevelt, for she would suggest that we servants vote Republican.
However, residents of D.C. have no vote! George Garrett had one
daughter from his previous marriage at home. He was a
stockbroker, born in Wisconsin. He was later appointed Minister to
Ireland by President Truman. Was Mr. Garrett perhaps a Democrat?
I moved bag and baggage to Washington, and joined five other
live-in servants: Eugene Hauptmann, German-born with a thick
accent, a convinced Nazi, who addressed letters to hi~ homeland,
"Great Germany;" a governess, Miss Robinson, Welsh-born, retired
but kept on as a social secretary to Mrs. Garrett; a lady's maid, Anne
Scott, Scots-born (she made a voyage back home in 1938 and
brought back a gift for me, cufflinks with the Scottish thistle
emblem; she knew of my Scots ancestry); a chamber maid, Julia
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O'Leary (Catholic), Irish-born; a par!or maid, Sarah Shannon
(Protestant), Irish-born. Other servants lived away: Michel, the
French-born chef; Rufina, the Spanish-born kitchen maid; and two
chauffeurs. So the servants were a kind of League of Nations!
Most of the servants took their meals in the servants' dining
room, which was also the "watch room" for me when I was on
telephone or door duty. The Nazi Hauptmann would frequently
have Rufina, who was a socialist, in tears with his tirades. I would
mediate between them. We men had rooms in the basement of the
four story townhouse (with elevator) while the women slept on
fourth floor. There was irony in my situation. I was in the process of
relearning English conversation, and I would ask Hauptmann what
they called a certain object. He would reply with an accent so I
couldn't make it out! He said "prohbobbly" for probably. When I
was off duty I would attend movies
or visit museums. Once I visited the
Congress, but nothing important
was being debated at the time, so
some Representatives sat with their
feet on a desk. I wondered why the
capital of the United States didn't
have a permanent stage theater or a
symphony orchestra.
The Garrett · house hold had
two chauffeurs and six cars for
The author in the dress
various family members. Two
uniform of a "Footman"
Darlington sons were of college age
and a daughter was in high school.
Mr. Garrett's daughter, Margot, lived at home and got married
while I was there, to the commercial attache of the Argentine
embassy, Mr. Mariano Zuberbuhler! For this wedding they built a
dance platform in the garden area. Four hundred guests were
invited. The newspapers called it the social highlight of the season.
It took place June 29, 1938. They had hired fifteen extra waiters and
five women to help with the party. One thousand sandwiches were
made. The Garretts entertained a good deal during the winter, and
extra waiters would be hired for dinner parties. Among their guests
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I recall Senator Arthur Vandenberg of Michigan, William Donovan
("Wild Bill" of WW I, later head of the Office of Strategic Services, a
precursor to the Central Intelligence Agency), an occasional film star
(Roland Young was one), admirals, generals, ambassadors and their
wives. Once we had an (East) Indian princess.2
The family owned a country house in Marshall, Virginia, called
Chilly Bleak! And often, they took one or more of us servants along
there for a weekend. I earned good money at my butler job, $85 a
month plus free room, board and uniforms, a day uniform and an
evening uniform with coat and tails. I paid off my debts for the
transatlantic voyage and saved up enough for more than one year of
college.
Mrs. Garrett must have sensed that I should not be a butler all
my life, for she dismissed me, with good recommendations after
thirteen months. I never lost my optimism during my six weeks in
New York City looking for work, nor did I after being fired at this
job. While in Washington I bought a folding Kodak camera,
somewhat adjustable, and took many pictures of the government
buildings and monuments, the Tidal basin, attended a concert or
two at Watergate Park by the Potomac river (Watergate was just a
park before it became a large office and apartment complex and the
term applied to the political scandal that resulted in the resignation
of President Richard M .Nixon in 1974). Once I called at the Danish
embassy on an errand. I signed their guestbook and later got an
engraved invitation for "Mr. and Mrs. Willard Garred" to one of
their fancy parties. They must have decided that with an address
like New Hampshire Avenue I was a prominent Dane! I joined the
YMCA and took a course in public speaking, to overcome my
shyness in that area.
While in the Bronx, I had begun to attend the Danish Lutheran
Trinity Church and their Young Peoples Society. They held meetings
and parties, including dances, at Askov Hall, located on East River. In
Washington I attended one Danish Lutheran worship service at
Easter time; a group met in rented quarters. I started to read
newspapers in Denmark at age sixteen and remember the scary
headlines about Germany's financial collapse in 1931 or 1932,
Hitler's takeover in 1933 and other events. I read about Hitler's
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bloodless coup in Austria in 1938, and about Neville Chamberlain
"making peace for our time" in a meeting with Hitler and Mussolini!
I left by bus on October 31 for Los Angeles, where my father
lived. I stayed overnight in three cities: St. Louis, Denver and Santa
Fe. Dad met me at the bus station and he and I had exhausted what
we had in common in a day or two. It did surprise me to hear that
Dad could recite Fadervor, in Danish. (This told me that when my
sister Elsie and I were put to bed in our house in Vallejo, he was
there often enough to hear mother say this prayer over us in our
cribs). Dad lived in a rooming house. My father's three sisters also
lived in Los Angeles and I had eleven cousins, so we did some
visiting, but I soon gravitated to the Danish Lutheran Church on 3rd
Avenue. Pastor Carl Rasmussen befriended me, heard my desire for
further education, and soon said that he knew where I should
attend-Grand View College in Des Moines, Iowa, and, Grand View
Theological Seminary! While in Los Angeles I made another stab at
finding work as a waiter. I visited The Brown Derby Restaurant in
"Movieland," but found out from a friendly headwaiter that I would
have to join the Waiters Union with high fees. I gave up the idea,
and instead visited Los Angeles Junior College, but with the same
negative results as in New York City and Washington DC.
So there was the possibility of Grand View. I knew where Iowa
was, but had never heard of Des Moines or Grand View, and to be
sure, in those years it was a small junior college, largely for "Danes"
of various kinds! In my time there we still had some devotions in the
Danish language, and Luther Memorial Church, across the street
from Old Main, had some Danish worship services.
Pastor Rasmussen sent a telegram to President A. C. Nielsen at
Grand View. He described me and my wishes for education. Nielsen
replied with what amounted to: "Send him on, we will try him out."
Apparently Pastor Rasmussen had mentioned that I was pastor
material, and told me so. Who, me? I was not good enough; but it is
felt by many that reformed sinners make the best preachers. At any
rate, when I arrived I was tagged pre-seminary.
Arriving at Grand View College on December 7, 1938 (my
mothers 55th birthday), I had some catching up to do in a school
year which began in September. The registrar, Peter Jorgensen,
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looked over my Danish Mellemskole papers, and with his intimate
knowledge of Danish, he was able to interpret them, and said that
with Mellemskole and Handelsskole, I had about the equivalent of an
American high school education. At first they gave me fifteen
quarter hours, and that was soon increased to eighteen until I caught
up in my year as a Seminary Junior, 1940-41. My strength was in
languages and my weakness in the sciences. The science I had in
Denmark used very different terms than the courses in English.
For some years my thinking and my prayers were in Danish. In
Denmark I wrote English in my diary, but one can tell that it is
English with Danish thought behind it. In America I began to write
my diary in Danish again. As a special student at Grand View, I
began to adjust to American college life. I experienced the folk
school atmosphere at the college. I quickly got a copy of Sangbog for
det danske Folk i Amerika, a treasure trove of Danish poetry and song,
which I still, in my old age, read almost daily. Many of the songs I
knew from Opfostringshuset, but there were many new ones, such as
those written in United States in Danish. I received an AA degree in
1941 and what has been called A Certificate of Theology from Grand
View Seminary in 1943.3
My calls were: Our Saviors Lutheran, Manistee, Michigan,
1943-46; Our Saviors Lutheran, Hartford, Connecticut, 1946-53; a
dual parish in Kansas: Denmark Lutheran, Vesper, and Excelsior
Lutheran (part of the old ULCA Kansas Synod), Excelsior, Kansas,
1953-57; St. Johns Lutheran, Hampton, Iowa, 1957-64; Gloria Dei
Lutheran, Durant, Iowa, 1964-68; and St. Johns Lutheran, Essex,
Iowa, 1968-80.
After thirty-seven years in the ministry, I retired to Des Moines,
the hometown of my wife, Arlene Holmes Garred (we married in
1944, Luther Memorial Church). We have five children: Laura
Hemmes, born in Manistee; Allan and Margaret (Peggy) Hines, born
in Hartford; Melanie Kopperud and Rose Walter, born in Kansas.
With my ethnic background and my wife Arlene's ancestry of half
English, one quarter Swedish and one quarter German our children
are "Heinz 57 varieties." We have eleven grandchildren and three
great grandchildren, one of whom is half-Japanese.
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The preceding tells my story up to the beginning of my
ministry. The story of my ministry will have to wait for another
time. Here is a summary of what transpired with me in the years
1943 to 1980, when my wife and I retired to Des Moines.
As a pastor of the Danish Lutheran Church in
America/American Evangelical Lutheran Church, one was expected
to attend synod conventions, and I did attend nearly all of them in
my time and took an active part. At the 1955 convention, when I was
forty, I was elected Secretary of the Synod, a part-time position. The
background is this: The old DLCA had a part-time President (today
he would be called a Bishop). Then in 1942 it was decided to make
the position of President full-time. Pastor Alfred Jensen had been
president since 1936, and in 1942 he and his family moved to Des
Moines, where his home became the Synod Office. In 1955 it was
decided that there should be a Synod Vice President. The Secretary
was Pastor Holger 0 . Nielsen, and he was elected Vice President, so
a new Secretary was needed. I was elected and occupied the office
until the AELC ended its independent life in 1962. In 1952 Kristian
Jensen, a delegate from Our Saviors, Hartford, Connecticut, and I
presented the case for a change of the synod name, from The Danish
Evangelical Lutheran Church of America to something less "foreign"
sounding. Such a motion, sponsored by some Michigan
congregations, had been passed back in 1948, and a committee was
assigned to suggest possible names. However, little or nothing was
done until 1952 at the Omaha convention. Our motion stated that a
committee be appointed at this convention and come up with
suggested names at the convention. This was done. Some delegates
undoubtedly thought that I, with a non-Danish surname, was
prejudiced. This was and is not the case, as you will know if you
read the story of my Danish years. The committee presented a
number of possible names, and the American Evangelical Lutheran
Church was chosen by a vote of 225 to 25! The margin of the vote
surprised even those of us who brought it up, including Pastor
Richard Sorensen, who presented the motion for debate and vote. A
change in the synod constitution required action in two successive
conventions, so this name was voted in at the 1953 convention in
Des Moines.
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As synod secretary I was assigned some traveling on behalf of
the synod. I visited and preached in the small congregation of
Granly (Lucedale), Mississippi, in September 1955. By 1956 the
AELC was involved in merger talks. Four church bodies, ULCA,
Augustana, Suomi and our AELC were holding meetings, and as an
officer I was a member of the delegation. The Joint Commission on
Lutheran Unity held at least twenty-four meetings, generally in
Chicago, and most of which I attended. There were also
subcommittee meetings to attend. I was serving the Hampton, Iowa,
congregation, and it was a convenient overnight (sleeper) train ride
from Iowa Falls to Chicago. We who took the night train woke up
refreshed and ready for the work of a day or two. I was also
assigned to visit two of our AELC districts to speak in the
congregations on the matter of the merger. I took train (and plane)
to Washington and Oregon, and later drove to our District 6, South
Dakota and Southwest Minnesota.4
The climax of all this work came in June 1962, when the four
bodies held their last conventions in Cobo Hall, Detroit, Michigan,
and then celebrated the merger in the first convention of the
Lutheran Church in America.
This memoir would not be complete without one more brief
mention of my mother and sister. Both remained in Denmark after
our move there in 1925. My mother, Olavia, visited me and my
family for a few weeks in 1947 when we were living in Hartford,
Connecticut, and told us many stories about life during the war.
Unfortunately, she died on November 13 of that year. Six days later
our son Allan was born. Grundtvig wrote in a hymn: Mens graven
kastes, vuggen gynger "When the grave is dug, the cradle rocks."
My sister Elsie briefly considered following me to the United
States, but soon war came to Europe and Denmark was occupied.
After Pearl Harbor brought the United States into the war, Elsie, an
American citizen, became an enemy alien and was given the choice
of leaving or becoming a Danish citizen. She chose the latter and at
about the same time married Herbert Thorning-Andersen. They had
one child, John Willard Thorning-Andersen who shortened his
name to Thorning. He and his wife, Gyda, live in Greve Strand, a
suburb of Copenhagen. For fifty years before her death in 1988, Elsie
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and I carried on a correspondence in Danish. To my sorrow, I was
unable to attend the funerals of my mother and sister.
1
The voyage of the Great White Fleet in 1907-1909 and the subsequent visit of an
American fleet to Copenhagen and other European cities in 1911 were part of the
military posturing by the world's naval powers in the years before World War I.
See Robert A. Hart, The Great White Fleet: Its Voyage Around the World 19071909 (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1965), and James R. Reckner, Teddy
Roosevelt's Great White Fleet (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1998)
2
George Angus Garrett was appointed Minister to Ireland on April 10, 1947. When
the American mission there was raised to Embassy status on March 10, 1950, he
was named Ambassador to Ireland and remained at the post until May 31, 1951.
Upon his return to Washington he resumed his role as one of city's civic leaders. He
died July 29, 1971, at the age of eighty-three. In an obituary in the Washington Post,
Hart Barnes quoted from a 1934 article in the Washington Times which said of
Garrett that he "lives elegantly, if not ostentatiously, with a housekeeper, a
chauffeur, a butler, a cook, and two maids to look to his comfort." See the
Washington Post, September 30, 1971; see also the obituary in The New York Times,
September 30, 1971.
3
For a history of Grand View College, see Thorvald Hansen, That All Good Seed
Strike Root: A Centennial History of Grand View College (Des Moines: Grand
View College, 1996).
4
For a history of the DLCA/AELC see Enok Mortensen, The Danish Lutheran

Church in America: The History and Heritage of the American Evangelical
Lutheran Church (Philadelphia: Board of Publication Lutheran Church in America,
1967).
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